We at Plant Based Journey promote healthier eating in general, whatever your diet. We have created a combination snack/meal protein line of whole foods that works for everyone that is looking for a super-healthy protein for anytime and anywhere. Everyone is on some eating path and journey, and we are not here to judge, but to inform. BUT, we really do want to help move all of those same everyonees to consider moving more and more towards a plant-based diet. If you are already well on your way, we offer our hearty congrats! If you are not, just reading this now and thinking about it is a great step in that direction. There are many science-based and morals-based reasons to move in that direction, and we are honored that you have included this PBJ newsletter as one of your information sources. Another great source, though, is the Veganuary non-profit. And hey, January is their month! Maybe it will be yours, too!

Our vision is simple; we want a vegan world. ~ Veganuary

Veganuary is a non-profit organization that encourages people worldwide to try vegan for January and beyond. During the 2021 campaign, more than 500,000 people took their website’s 31-day pledge to try a vegan diet and more than 825 new vegan products and menu options were launched in their key campaign countries. How awesome is that! Many small steps creates big changes.
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DO YOU KNOW?

What is the difference between a legume, a pulse & a bean? And what about lentils and peas?

Although often used interchangeably, the terms “legumes,” “pulses,” and “beans” have distinct meanings.

A legume refers to any plant from the Fabaceae family, including its leaves, stems, and pods. A pulse is the edible seed from a legume plant. Pulses include beans, lentils, and peas.

The most important thing to know and remember is that legumes/pulses/beans/lentils/peas are a super-source of critical nutrition that will do your body good!
SCIENCE & REASON

The PBJ Editors value science and reason. Don’t get us wrong—we greatly value feelings and emotions, and we acknowledge that there is a lot that we do not know about or understand. But we believe that effectively living by values like those enumerated by Veganuary in this newsletter rely on the application of science and reason. This equation sums it up:

defined values + science + reason = a better life

“Science” and “reason” are two words often spoken alongside each other—almost as if they were the same thing. Both are approaches to seeking truths about the world around us; they complement each other, but each is distinct.

Science is about the external world: measurement, controlled experiment, data collection and testing. Reason, by contrast, is internally generated. It’s building mental models of the world, starting with your internal sense for what is right and pure, from which further truths can be deduced.

It seems that in so many areas of our lives too many people have lost their way. This state of being does not lead to a better life. We can do better if each of us actively supports all levels of leaders only if those leaders respect science and reason. We each need to actively make it happen. Be the change you want to see!

Who Is On a Vegan Journey?

MAYIM BIALIK
Actor, Neuro-scientist, Jeopardy Host

“Do you have a sense that you’d like to switch to a healthier, cleaner, kinder diet, but need more info? Ask questions, try things, do research, and make decisions based on facts, but don’t discount your feelings either. Veganuary is a great place to start exploring!”
Diversity and inclusion: We know that it takes people with different ideas, strengths, interests, and backgrounds to achieve our vision; we appreciate the value of this and how it brings us closer to achieving our mission.

Respect and integrity: In all internal and external relationships, we will strive for genuine, honest, and transparent communication.

Resilience: We will continue to create a professional and sustainable (human, social, economic, and environmental) organization.

Wow! Values one would expect from an organization like this. PLUS, with all of the good they have done and continue to do on these big issues, they give you even more, like great recipes for all of your eating occasions and needs, a free celebrity cookbook, eating guides to help you get going and to keep it nutritious so you get stronger and healthier, and a really cool blog full of ideas, links, resources and more.

Click here for more about VEGANUARY
https://veganuary.com/en-us/

So . . . simply move towards a more plant-based life. You don’t need to all-out commit to being a vegan. If you can do something that will help you be healthier, feel better by practicing kindness and compassion, all the while helping our planet to better sustain life, why not take that small step in a better direction?

But wait, what can one person do? Can you really make a difference by simply changing your own diet for one month? We think the answer is YES. Consider these two quotes:

“What can I do? I am just one person. Said 8 billion people.” ~ Unknown

“A reduction of meat consumption by only 10% would result in about 12 million more tons of grain for human consumption. This additional grain could feed all of the humans across the world who starve to death each year - about 60 million people!” ~ Marc Bekoff, Animals Matter: A Biologist Explains Why We Should Treat Animals with Compassion and Respect

We wish you happiness and good health on your journey!

This still qualifies as vegan!

Website & Social Media Links for You!
Munchy Crunchy Protein WEBSITE: www.MunchyCrunchyProtein.com
Subscribe to this Newsletter at bottom of page
BLOG
https://munchycrunchyprotein.com/blog/
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/vegetariantrvlr/
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/vegetarian_trvlr/
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/vegetarianTRVLR
Hashtag: #munchyprotein